Abstract Motivated by the need for the automatic indexing and analysis of huge number of documents in Ottoman divan poetry, and for discovering new knowledge to preserve and make alive this heritage, in this study we propose a novel method for segmenting and retrieving words in Ottoman divans. Documents in Ottoman are difficult to segment into words without a prior knowledge of the word. In this study, using the idea that divans have multiple copies (versions) by different writers in different writing styles, and word segmentation in some of those versions may be relatively easier to achieve than in other versions, segmentation of the versions (which are difficult, if not impossible, with traditional techniques) is performed using information carried from the simpler version. One version of a document is used as the source dataset and the other version of the same document is used as the target dataset. Words in the source dataset are automatically extracted and used as queries to be spotted in the target dataset for detecting word boundaries. We present the idea of cross-document word matching for a novel task of segmenting historical documents into words. We propose a matching scheme based on possible combinations of sequence of sub-words. We improve the performance of simple features through considering the words in a context. The method is applied on two versions of Layla and Majnun divan by Fuzuli. The results show that, the proposed word-matching-based segmentation method is promising in finding the word boundaries and in retrieving the words across documents.
these documents 2 , however there is a lack of resources for analysis and translation except a few recent attempts [6, 7, 12, 13, 52, 62, 63] .
While Ottoman Empire is known as one of the most powerful and significant forces in its era, the Ottoman literature is almost invisible to the world [3] . The poetry of the Ottoman Empire, or Ottoman Divan poetry, and its literary tradition that lasted for nearly six centuries is rarely known today. As stated in [2] , ''Achieving a statistically accurate picture of the vocabulary of the Ottoman lyrics would demand a vast recording, sorting, and counting project, which, although far from impossible using modern computer techniques, would require resources beyond what is currently available''.
Ottoman poetry is a highly sophisticated and symbolic art form, and therefore inherits many difficulties compared to other historical texts. It is built upon shared knowledge of previously employed themes and cultural motives using lexical tools. It was composed through the constant juxtaposition of many such images within a strict metrical framework, thus allowing numerous potential meanings to emerge.
Ottoman divans, which are collections of poems (around 500 poems in one single divan) written by the same poet, were copied with different copyist and scribers over the years. Copying process resulted in multiple copies of the same divan text with many errors, different versions of the same poem and missing lines or parts of the poems.
Today, multiple copies of divans are studied by scholars manually to find the variants between different manuscripts, and to reach the correct text. Editing a divan means transcribing the text to produce a text as close as possible to the authors' own copy (autograph copy). It is very important to help the transcriber for his or her decision on showing variants and correcting the errors of the manuscripts.
With the help of an automatic word segmentation process, scholars of historical text editing may be able to manage a big number of divans (for example, some of the sixteenth century divans have more than 100 copies in manuscript libraries) and it may be much easier for the transcribers to show all of the variants of the text and select the correct word for the final edition.
However, word segmentation in Ottoman documents is difficult, if not impossible, without prior knowledge of the words. In Ottoman, a word can be comprised of many subwords, (a sub-word is a connected group of characters or letters, which may be meaningful individually or only meaningful when it comes together with other sub-words) and a space does not necessarily correspond to a word boundary. There is no explicit indication where a word ends and another begins. The intra-word gaps can be as large as inter-word gaps, or both gaps can be very small. The word boundaries can only be decided, especially in some handwritten documents, only by reading the word.
We make use of multiple copies (versions) of the same divan for word segmentation. Our approach is based on the idea that some versions are easier to segment than others, and the difficult versions can be segmented by transforming information from the easier ones. For this purpose, we propose a cross-document word-matching method. Prior knowledge obtained from a source document in the form of segmented words is carried to a target document by spotting the words across documents. We, therefore, ''read'' the target document words by the help of the source document words.
We melted segmentation and retrieval in the same pot: segmentation is performed through retrieving words, and retrieval performance is increased by segmentation. While the proposed method is language and script independent and can be applied to any pair of documents, in this study we focus on Ottoman divans with the appealing idea of helping to scholars to discover this barely touched area.
In this study, our main contributions are as follows.
1. We apply the word-matching idea for segmenting historical documents into words, (which is difficult, if not impossible, using classical word segmentation techniques), by carrying information from other sources. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of the word-matching for segmenting words across documents. 2. Words may be broken into different numbers of smaller units in different versions of historical documents. In this study, rather than using entire words that may produce unsuccessful results when cross-document word-matching (which is a more difficult task compared to word-matching in the same document) is considered, we consider the sub-words to be more robust, and propose a word-matching method based on possible combinations of ordered sequences of subwords. 3. We use context information for word matching. When words are spotted across documents individually, it is possible to mismatch them. We consider words in a context, in the form of lines or sentences, with its consecutive and preceding words.
In the following, we first review the related studies on word segmentation and word matching in Sect. 2. Then, in Sect. 3.1, we discuss the challenges of Ottoman divans used in our study. The proposed approach is described in Sect. 3, followed by detailed experiments for evaluating segmentation and retrieval performances in Sect. 4. We conclude in Sect. 5 by discussing the results and possible future improvements.
Related work
In recent years, interest in preserving and accessing historical documents has increased. While indexing and retrieval of these documents are desired, applying ordinary optical character recognition (OCR) techniques on them is nearly impossible due to deformations caused by faded ink or stained paper and noise because of deterioration [40] .
As an alternative, word spotting techniques have been proposed for easy access and navigation of historical documents [37, 38, 49] . Most of these techniques require word segmentation before searching for a word [6, 7, 37] . Although there are some segmentation-free approaches [1, 17, 20, 28, 29] , their computational cost is usually high. Thus, providing a word segmentation schema would be beneficial and make the searching processes easier and faster. On the other hand, word segmentation is difficult in historical documents, where words may touch each other due to handwriting style or high noise levels.
Majority of the proposed segmentation algorithms [44] may not be useful in historical documents, because of degradation due to printing quality and ink diffusion. For segmenting historical documents, generally methods that are based on the analysis and classification of the distance relationship of adjacent components are used [22, 30, 31, 36, 39, 44, 53, 55, 61] . These methods, however, are likely to fail with languages such as Ottoman, Persian, Arabic, etc., in which there are inter-word gaps as well as intraword gaps in a document, and determining which is not easy.
In word spotting literature, dynamic time warping (DTW) is one of the most commonly used methods to calculate the similarity of words [9, 18, 33, 43, 46, 48] . DTW can tolerate spatial variations unlike other methods such as XOR, Euclidean Distance Mapping, Sum of Squared Differences [47] . Alternative to the methods matching words based on whole images or profile-based features [46] , recently other features are also experimented, including word contours [57] , gradients [34, 50, 55, 65] , shape context descriptors [35] , Harris corner detector outputs [51] , line segments [12, 13] , and interest points [7] . In [11, 21, 49, 57] , the problem of writing style variations in multi-writer datasets is tackled, but these studies generally require isolated words. In a recent study [17] , a method based on character HMMs is proposed as an alternative to template-based methods.
In [10] , a method based on M-band packet wavelet transform is proposed for recognition of handwritten Farsi words. In [27] , segmentation and word spotting techniques are compared on clean printed and handwritten Arabic documents. In [8] , considering the errors in word segmentation on Arabic documents, alternatively a segmentation-free approach is proposed for word spotting.
While our approach is related to recognition-based character-segmentation studies in the literature [14, 59, 62, 64] , to the best of our knowledge, there is no recognitionbased word segmentation method for Ottoman documents.
Although the word spotting literature is dominated by single word matching, in [41] words are modelled as a concatenation of Markov models and a statistical language model is used to compute word bigrams. In our study, in a similar direction, initial matching is performed on sub-words, and then neighbouring sub-words are combined for word matching. The recent work of Khurshid et al. [25] is another study that uses the idea of comparing sequences of sub-words for word spotting. Beyond segmentation errors resulting in different sub-words and therefore consideration of sub-word sequences in word matching, we tackle a much harder problem of matching sub-words from different sources.
In a recent segmentation-free word spotting approach for Arabic documents [28, 29] , the authors propose a learning-based word spotting system. For the first time in the literature of Arabic word spotting, language models were integrated with the partial segmentation of the words, to represent contextual information and reconstruct words. The aim was to search for lexicon words within Arabic handwritten documents. The method is based on the partial segmentation of the lexicon and the documents into pieces of Arabic words (PAWs) to overcome the lack of boundaries problem. The segmented PAWs are passed to a hierarchical classifier to perform the final classification or arrive at a rejection decision. The system is a learningbased word spotting system for which there are training data consisting of samples of the lexicon words (Words Database) and a separate set of Testing Documents. Each lexicon word in the Words Database is partially segmented into its constituent components or PAWs by first segmenting the word into its connected components.
Our work resembles to the studies in aligning historical manuscripts to their inaccurate transcripts [16, 42, 58] , in the sense that matching across documents is considered. However, they require a transcript which is not available for Ottoman documents in most of the cases.
In a recent study [5] , printed and handwritten documents in Arabic are aligned. They extract column features to compare components using string matching techniques. However, they assume that there is no touching component between constituting words resulting in clear segmentation of the components and the user semi-automatically selects the area to be aligned. This assumption fails for different versions of Ottoman divans where sub-words may have different numbers of overlapping and touching components. Besides, in Ottoman divans not only the words but also the entire lines may be omitted or their order may change. These challenges are addressed in this study in a fully automatic manner.
The idea of the proposed method also resembles to that of the domain adaptation and transfer learning fields in the sense of usage of source domain to label target domain. Domain adaptation (also referred to as transfer learning or cross-domain learning) is an emerging research topic in computer vision. The domain of interest (target domain) which contains very few or even no labelled samples is tried to be labelled using an existing domain (source domain) with a large number of labelled examples [24, 54, 56, 60] . Multitask learning or learning multiple related tasks simultaneously has shown a better performance than learning these tasks independently. Therefore, it is meaningful to study cross-domain representation learning which can transfer common knowledge structures from source domains to the target domain to help the tasks on the target test datasets.
Proposed approach
In this study, a cross-document word-matching-based method, which is comprised of the following steps is presented for segmenting documents into words when multiple copies (versions) are available (see Figure 1 ). (i) A version of a document that is easy to segment into words is chosen as the source dataset and version of the same document in a different writing style is used as the target dataset. (ii) All sub-words in the source and target datasets are extracted. (iii) From the source dataset, words are extracted by a simple word segmentation method. (iv) Extracted words are sought in the target dataset to determine the word boundaries by a method that performs matching of words and lines concurrently. In the following, first the challenges of Ottoman divans will be presented to discuss the requirement for the proposed method and then each step will be described in detail.
Challenges of multi-version divans
In different versions of a divan, although the content is generally the same, the documents may exhibit some differences (Fig. 2) . For example, they may have different numbers of words and lines; some words and lines may have been omitted or new words and lines may have been Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed approach added. Most importantly, the writing style (character shapes) may be different. For example, a character may have a long curve in one version, and a shorter curve, or additional curves in another version. Moreover, some historical documents may have broken characters in some versions because of deterioration resulting in different numbers of sub-components corresponding to a word.
In this study, the source dataset is chosen as a machineprinted version, and the target dataset is chosen as a lithography version of a divan. Lithography is a method in which a stone or a metal plate with a smooth surface is used to print text onto paper [26] . It was the first fundamentally new printing technology and was invented in 1798. In this method, letters or characters are not ordered by machine, they are placed on the stone or plate by humans. Spaces between characters are sometimes very large and sometimes very small. This was normally the case in handwritten documents, but this trend was also observed in lithography, showing that aspects of the handwriting culture are continued in lithography [26, 32] .
In a machine-printed text, word boundaries can be easily determined by classifying the space between characters, but it is not easy to distinguish between inter-word and intra-word distances on lithographs. Thus, word segmentation methods based on gap distances are likely to fail in these documents. Lithography texts are chosen as being the best sources to transfer the segmentations from printed documents without tackling with the representation problems in handwritten documents.
Preprocessing
The datasets used in the experiments are relatively clean, therefore we use simple methods for preprocessing. First, the original documents are converted into grey scale, and they are binarised by an adaptive binarisation method [23] . Small noises such as dots and other blobs are cleaned by removing connected components smaller than a predefined threshold. Then, pages are segmented into lines by a run length smoothing algorithm [36] . Broken characters are connected in 4-neighbourhood if their distances are smaller than a predefined threshold. Thresholds are learned from dataset samples.
Sub-word extraction
First, all connected components (CCs) in the source and target datasets are extracted by a boundary-detection algorithm. A CC is defined as a connected group of black pixels in the document image. Diacritics such as dots and zig zags are considered as minor components and other larger components such as letters and connected groups of characters are considered as major components. The width and height thresholds of minor/major components are learned on a small manually labelled set. After decision of major/minor components, minor components are connected to their closest major components to construct sub-words. If a minor component is inside the bounding box of a major component, then they are assumed to be connected (see Figure 3 ). These constructed sub-words may be individual words on their own or they may form words by joining with other sub-words.
Sub-word matching
Since historical documents are degraded, the same word may be split into different numbers of sub-words in source and target datasets. Therefore, word-matching methods that are based on the representation of entire words are likely to fail in cross-document word matching. We use the sub-words, which are more robust than words, as basic units, and matching is performed across sub-words of source and target datasets (see Fig. 5a ). Inspired by [19, 41, 46] , we choose to use simple features (namely upper/lower vertical projection, background-toink transition, second-moment order, centre of gravity, number of foreground pixels between upper and the lower contours, and variance of ink pixels), for representing subwords and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) for matching words. In Fig. 4 , a word image and its corresponding 10 features are given.
Let s be a sub-word in the source dataset and t be a subword in the target dataset. The similarity between s and t, dðs; tÞ is defined as:
Dðs; tÞ ¼ X K k¼1 dðs ik ; t jk Þ ð2Þ
Here, f i ðsÞ and f i ðtÞ are the features extracted from the subword images, and n is the number of features, K is warping path length, i is image column of source sub-word s and j is image column of target sub-word and they are matched. In DTW, the distance between two time series, which are lists of samples taken from a signal, ordered by time, is calculated with dynamic programming as in the equation (3), where distðx i ; y i Þ is the distance between i th samples.
Without normalisation, DTW algorithm may favour the shorter signals. To prevent this, a normalisation is done based on the length of the warping path. As will be shown by the experiments, the chosen features and similarity measure have major limitations, especially when documents with large variations are considered. We choose them to provide a baseline as they are commonly used in the literature. The main advantage of the chosen features is that, when it is needed to combine the sub-words for the proposed word-matching method described below, the features of the new word image can be obtained easily from its components without requiring additional feature extraction. The best characteristic of DTW algorithm is that the two samples do not have to be in the same size. In this way, the same words in different sizes can be easily matched and this is an important feature of DTW in cross-document word matching. In cross documents, the same characters may be in different sizes because of different writing styles and fonts.
3.5 Cross-document word matching based on sub-word sequence matching
We consider words as ordered sequence of sub-words and propose a method for cross-document word matching based on sub-word sequence matching. Let S ¼ ðs 1 ; ::::s N S Þ be a word in the source dataset with N S sub-words, and T ¼ ðt 1 ; ::::t N T Þ be a word in the target dataset with N T sub-words. Assume that a sub-word s i 2 S is broken into a list of sub-words ðt k ; . . .; t kþl Þ 2 T due to degradation (we assume that sub-words in source dataset are not broken since it is a printed version). The list of target sub-words ðt k ; . . .; t kþl Þ aligned with the source subword s i is defined as t a i (see Fig. 5b ).
The similarity of the source word S and the target word T is found by summing the distances between source subwords and the aligned target sub-words. Note that one source sub-word can be aligned with up to jN T À N S j þ 1 target sub-words. Let us assume that there can be N different alignments, and define D j ðS; TÞ as the distance between S and T in a possible alignment j. The distance DðS; TÞ is found as the minimum of all possible alignments.
DðS; TÞ ¼ minðD j ðS; TÞÞ; j ¼ 1 : N ð5Þ
To illustrate the proposed approach, consider the toy example in Fig. 5c where one of the sub-words in the source word is split into three sub-words in the target word because of deterioration. For the source word consisting of two subwords S ¼ ðs 1 ; s 2 Þ, and the target word consisting of four subwords T ¼ ðt 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; t 4 Þ, there are three possible alignments. In this example, the minimum score is obtained for the first alignment.
Line matching
In divans, the correct meaning of a word is captured through interrelationships of words. In this study, we make use of the context information provided by lines that are ordered sequences of words to increase the word-matching performance. For this purpose, we perform line matching prior to word matching. The approach for matching lines resembles the approach for word matching. An entire line is assumed to be a single word consisting of sub-words. However, they differ in one point. While they may contain different numbers of subwords, a source word and its corresponding target word are the same. On the other hand, when the lines are considered, there could be words omitted or added in a line in different versions of divans. Therefore, we allow null sub-words either in source or target line.
Selection of candidate lines and the best matching line
In Ottoman (Divan) poetry, most of the poems are based on a pair of lines, i.e., distich or couplets. A distich contains two hemistichs (lines). Ghazal is a poetic form consisting of rhyming couplets. In different versions of the divans, some ghazals may be missing or their order may be different. Similarly, ghazals may have different numbers of couplets in different orders.
Before matching lines, some pruning is performed to reduce the number of candidate lines by finding the matching ghazals. First, the total number of sub-words in source and target ghazals is calculated separately. If the difference of the number of sub-words in a source ghazal and a target ghazal is smaller than a certain threshold, they are considered as candidate matches. Then, the same approach is applied to reduce the number of candidate lines in the reduced set of ghazals. We again allow null matching for either source or target line since some lines may be omitted or new lines may be added to the new version of a Divan.
Let V ¼ ðG 1 ; G 2 ; ::::G K Þ be a version of divan consisting of ghazals, and G i ¼ ðL 
Here, TG j is a target ghazal, and TL l is a target line. The target line TL m 2 CðSL k Þ is considered as the matching line, matchðSL k Þ, for source line SL k , if DðSL k ; TL l Þ, the similarity of a source line SL k and target line TL l , is minimum. That is,
Segmentation of target dataset into words
Let SL ¼ ðs 1 ; s 2 ; . . .s N S Þ be a source line with N S subwords, and TL ¼ ðt 1 ; t 2 ; . . .t N T Þ be its best matching target line with N T sub-words. We segment the target line into words by spotting the source words on the target line in order. Assume that a source word starts at s i and includes n sub-words. Also, assume that we will search for the target word starting at t j . Since a source sub-word may be broken into multiple target sub-words, we extend the search space with a window w. Therefore, the best alignment for the source word with n sub-words is searched among n þ w target sub-words. That is, we search for the alignments for source sub-words ðs i ; s iþ1 ; . . .s iþn Þ in a range: ðt j ; t jþ1 . . .; t jþn Þ -ðt j ; t jþ1 . . .; t jþnþw Þ. If the best alignment with minimum distance is found for sub-words ðt j ; . . .t k Þ, where ðj þ nÞ k ðj þ n þ wÞ, the boundary is set at subword t k and the search for the next source word starts at the target sub-word t kþ1 .
Experiments

Dataset and evaluation criteria
In this study, we choose to study two versions of Layla and Majnun divan, a famous work of Fuzuli who is considered one of the greatest contributors to the Divan tradition. The source dataset is a machine-printed version [15] which is of good quality, and is not noisy or degraded. There is no deformation on the pages, and intra-and inter-word distances can be easily distinguished, and it is relatively easy to segment it into words with a simple word segmentation method. The target dataset is nearly 100 years older and is a lithograph version [4] . It is not of good quality as it has some deformations and noise. Datasets were obtained by scanning books with a resolution of 300 Â 300. Both datasets consist of 26 ghazals. There are up to 29 lines and 226 words in these ghazals. On average, there are 10 lines and 102 words in a ghazal. A line may be as short as one word, and at most, there are seven words in a line (see Fig. 6 ).
Although both documents correspond to the same work, they have different numbers of lines and words (see Table  1 ). In total, there are 408 lines in the source dataset and 402 lines in the target dataset, with eight lines of the source dataset that are not in the target dataset and two lines are added to the target dataset that are not in the source dataset. Among 2688 words in the source dataset and 2,640 words in the target dataset, 124 words in the source dataset are not in the target dataset, while 76 words in the target set are not in the source dataset. The number of unique words is 1,379 and 1,357, and the number of sub-words is 5,964 and 6,186, respectively, for source and target datasets. Most of the words appear only a few times.
614 of the source dataset words have broken subwords. Further some sub-words are not extracted correctly, which means some broken sub-word pieces are extracted as individual sub-words. For example, in the first 12 ghazals, 254 out of 2,937 sub-words are wrongly extracted. Also, 400 sub-words are wrongly divided into one more sub-word, 150 sub-words are divided into two more sub-words, while 35 sub-words are divided into To evaluate the proposed method, the source and the target datasets are manually segmented into words to construct ground truth dataset. An automatically segmented word is counted as correct only if it is exactly the same as a word in the ground truth dataset. Precision (ratio of the number of correctly segmented words to the number of segmented words) and recall (ratio of the number of correctly segmented words to the number of words in the ground truth) values are used as matching scores.
Results of vertical projection-based word segmentation
The source dataset is automatically segmented into words with a simple vertical projection-based method. A vertical projection profile is obtained for each source line image. If the length of a white pixel group between two ink pixels is larger than a threshold th, it is assumed that this group of white pixels is an inter-word gap and used to define word boundaries.
To determine the best distance gap amount to use as the inter-word gap threshold, two pages of the source dataset are used and the words in them are manually segmented. The white pixel distances are calculated and the most frequent value is determined to be the inter-word distance. The best threshold is found as seven pixels in the source dataset. (see Table 2 ). Recall and precision values are found as 0.86 and 0.87, respectively, for the source dataset. Note that, a better word segmentation method is likely to increase the performance of the overall method. However, as will be discussed below, the differences between the manual and automatic segmentations are small when their effects on word matching are considered.
To provide a baseline, we also perform word segmentation using projection profiles on the target dataset. Highest recall and precision values for the target dataset are found as 0.43 and 0.60, respectively, for the threshold value of 11 pixels, and 0.44 and 0.59, respectively, for threshold value 7 which results in the best performance in source dataset (see Table 2 ). In both cases, the performance is significantly less than the performance on the source dataset. As seen, vertical projection is not successful in determining word boundaries in the target dataset.
Results of word segmentation in the target dataset
With the proposed method, after ghazal-based pruning step, the maximum number of candidate ghazals is reduced to 16 from 26, and the maximum number of candidate lines Fig. 7 Sub-word at first row can be easily connected by Manhattan distance approach; ones at second row can be connected by n-gram approach; and ones in third row cannot be connected Fig. 8 Distribution of number of extra pieces that a sub-word is broken into is reduced to 140 from 402. Then, after line-based pruning, the maximum number of candidate lines for any line is further reduced to 90. After finding the best matching lines among the remaining candidate lines, we segment the target lines into words by searching source words on the target line. We observed that a sub-word in the source dataset may be divided into at most four sub-words in the target dataset. We use this observation, and to limit the search space for word matching we search for the best alignment for a source word with n sub-words among at most n þ 4 target sub-words.
As seen in Table 3 , when automatically extracted source dataset words are used as query words, success rates decrease compared to manually segmented words because some query words may be extracted wrongly, which causes some words to be segmented wrongly, but the difference is not very large.
We compute the scores for perfect matches, that is a word is counted to be correctly segmented if it is exactly the same with the manual segmentation. This causes the relatively lower results, since there can be cases where small sub-words are attached to a wrong neighbour word, causing two words to be counted as wrongly segmented. For the line matching, these small mismatches are tolerated, since the overall similarity is considered for finding the best match. Also, in line matching, null word assignment is practically achieved by attaching the extra subwords to its neighbours. When the overall line similarity is considered, this causes a negligible error. However, null words also may cause wrong word segmentations.
Note that, compared to the vertical projection profilebased method as discussed in Sect. 4.2, the increase in the performance is significant. We also use Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [45, 66] as another baseline to compare our proposed method, and have seen that RLSA is not able to capture the boundaries sufficiently as well (see Table 3 and Fig. 9 ). Figure 10 shows word segmentation examples for some target lines when the vertical projection-based method and the proposed word segmentation method are used for the word segmentation. As seen, most word boundaries determined by the proposed method are correct, while the vertical projection-based method cannot detect word boundaries correctly.
Evaluation of word retrieval performances on the target dataset
When a user searches for a query word in an unsegmented collection, all dataset lines need to be searched by a sliding window approach. When a word segmentation schema is provided, however, a query word is searched for only in the set of segmented words, which speeds up the searching process. The word segmentation step takes time but done only once; thus, when a user wants to search thousands of query words, the time spent on word segmentation is negligible. However, wrongly segmented words effect word retrieval performance badly, proving the requirement for a good segmentation.
To understand the effects of word segmentation on word retrieval, we perform two sets of experiments. The first experiment is carried out on the source dataset and the second test is carried out on the target dataset.
In the first experiment, we analyse the intra-document word retrieval performances through searching a query word in the source dataset (i) among manually segmented words, and (ii) through a sliding window approach again in the source dataset. As shown in Table 4 , when matching is performed over segmented words, the results are highly satisfactory. On the other hand, when segmentations are not available, and the search is done with a sliding window-based approach, precision decreases significantly. These results support the need for segmentation for a better retrieval. The threshold value is chosen as 0.6 to define the similarity of two words
In the second experiment, we test the performance of word retrieval on the target dataset for the following four different scenarios:
1. VPE: Target words are searched on a segmented dataset in which vertical projection-based method is used for segmentation. The number of segmented words is 1604. 2. UL: Target words are searched for in unsegmented target lines by a sliding window approach. 3. WME: Target words are searched on a segmented dataset in which the proposed word-matching-based method is used for segmentation. The number of segmented words is 2,200. 4. ME: Target words are searched for in the manually extracted target words set (comprising 2,640 words).
As seen in Table 5 , the time required to search for a query word and the number of false matches increase when we use sliding window approach because the number of candidate words increases at each sliding iteration. On the other hand, when word boundaries are obtained with vertical projection-based segmentation method, many of the words are extracted wrongly, and therefore word retrieval success scores are not high. Note that, number of extracted words with vertical projection-based segmentation is less than the number of manually extracted words, since the vertical projection-based method cannot segment words correctly when there is little space between sub-words. When word segmentation is done with the proposed word-matching-based method, the recall and precision values for retrieval are promising, and they are close to the performance of the manually segmented words, showing that the proposed cross-document word-matching-based method is able to provide good word boundaries.
Note that, even the upper limit for the retrieval performance (that can be achieved by manual segmentation) is relatively low, due to the limitations of the features used.
Cross-document word matching for handwritten Ottoman documents
We further analysed the proposed method for the cases where a printed document is used to segment its handwritten versions. For this purpose, we use three different versions of a page from an Ottoman divan by Fuzuli (see Fig. 11 ). First one is a printed version which is very clean and others are handwritten versions. The first handwritten version, referred to as easy handwritten, is relatively clean and easy to segment compared to the second handwritten version, referred to as hard handwritten. Note that, the dataset size is very small due to the difficulty of manual labelling, and this supports the motivation of the proposed study. In the first experiment, printed version is used as a source document and manually segmented into words. There are 105 words in this version. Line matching is not performed in this small dataset but manually aligned (Note that some lines in printed version are missing in second version). Then, words are retrieved in the handwritten versions using these segmented words as queries. In total, out of 79, 69 words are correctly segmented from the easy handwritten. And in total, out of 79 words, 56 words are correctly segmented from the hard handwritten.
Then, easy handwritten version is used as a source document and these automatically extracted words are used as queries to be searched in the hard handwritten version. Out of 79 words, 61 words are correctly segmented in the hard version.
This experiment is important in proving the proposed segmentation transfer idea. Segmentation of a handwritten version which is not easy with the standard methods is handled by the help of a printed version, and then these segmentations are further utilised to segment more difficult versions. Segmentation on the difficult handwritten documents becomes possible with the information carried out from easier versions.
Note that, if we manually segment the easy handwritten version, and use it as a source document, without carrying Fig. 11 First image is used a printed version of a poem, while second and third ones are handwritten versions which are from sixteenth century. Manually segmented words in printed version are used as query words to segment second version and these automatically extracted words in second version are used query words to segment third version into words this time. Mismatches are showed in boxes and reason for this is the connected sub-words and writing variations in different versions We give this toy example to show that cross-document word matching idea may also be used for word segmentation task across handwritten and printed documents. However, we noticed that DTW-based features are not robust enough to capture writing differences between handwritten documents; thus, better features should be considered for cross-document word matching on handwritten documents. Note also that we did not perform any correction for orientations, and this is one of the main reasons in mismatches. Further preprocessing will help to increase the performance, but this is out of scope for this study.
Summary and discussion
Addressing the requirements for vocabulary analysis and for finding the variants between versions and capturing the correct meaning of words, in this study we provide techniques for retrieving words in Ottoman divans. Word retrieval is more efficient and effective when segmented words are available. However, Ottoman documents are difficult to segment into words without a prior knowledge of the word. The prior knowledge, which is usually achieved by reading, is provided in this study by transforming the information from one version to another. An important outcome of the proposed method would be indexing and transcribing all copies through carrying manual labels provided for only a single copy.
In this study, simple profile-based features and DTWbased word matching method is used for finding the similarities of word matching. These features are chosen since they are commonly used in the word spotting literature, and they provide a baseline. We did not prefer to use features fine tuned to our datasets for . However, there are major drawbacks. Even within the same document these features are unable to provide satisfactory matching performances, and therefore it is the main bottleneck in the overall performance of the proposed method. In the future, we plan to focus on features that are robust to differences in writing styles and therefore can better capture the similarities among cross-document words.
Currently, we use machine-printed and lithograph versions. Lithographs are chosen since they are challenging for word segmentation: inter-and intra-word boundaries are not consistent and it is difficult to segment them into words based on spaces between components. However, the characters look alike to the ones in the machine-printed version, and therefore the features of the corresponding words in source and target datasets were relatively similar. Therefore, they provided a good testbed for our study. In the future, we plan to extend our approach to handwritten documents.
In this study, we use simple vertical projection profilebased method for segmenting words on the source dataset, and as a baseline for target dataset. There are a variety of word segmentation methods which are likely to increase the performance. However, this is not the focus of this study. Also, most of the available methods are likely to require parameter tuning for each different versions due to large variations between versions. Our main goal was to show that, detecting word boundaries in Ottoman documents is difficult since intra-and inter-gaps are not consistent and close to each other, therefore a prior information should be incorporated into word segmentation. In our study, this is achieved by matching words across documents.
